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"no matter what instruments he uses, at some point he reaches the edge of certainty beyond which conscious knowledge cannot 
pass."  carl g. jung

"after countless ventures with other projects and almost five years without releasing any albums, iszoloscope is back in full 
force. the return is without compromise and in all of its haunting brutality. these releases are the result of a long experiment with 
multiple realities, turned inwards, stretched thin and fractalized until glimpses of infinity seeped through the walls of 
consciousness into a formless show. a show that somehow is reminiscent of a strange balancing act between everlasting bliss 
and absolute terror crawling outside of time.

well, something like that... i think. that is until i realize, yet again, how absurd it all is when i try to paint it outside a metaphor. no 
matter how golden the answers are on the other side of my psyche, they never truly matter outside my mind. all the gold that i find 
in this enchanted forest of subjectivity always turns into ashes the instant it touches the light of the outside world - all while i try 
to convey my findings into coherent, rational thoughts. i'm still not sure how far down the rabbit hole i am.

i have knowingly gone beyond to explore anything that resembles an answer that is beyond the human experience. i only have 
greater questions that no language can formulate - questions that are slowly slipping back into oblivion. it seems we are all both 
geniuses and idiots at once. some less then others, maybe - the absurdity of this particular truth has always amused part of me 
while iszolating another. meanwhile, these releases are the result of countless passionate hours in the studio. of trial and error. 
of sharing technical information and creative dialogue with friends and artists..."
yann faussurier / iszoloscope

ant-zen is proud to present three new releases at the same time by the outstanding canadian project:

iszoloscope's new full length album, recorded between 2007 and 2010, is proof that waiting is worthwhile. nine powerful tracks 
ranging between icy crystal clear technoid industrial to merciless rhythmic distortion, from breakbeats to breakcore, from dark 
ambient to complex electronica - go find out what lies beyond the edge of certainty!

the 13 track ep 'beyond within' includes new tracks, previously unreleased work and additional remixes by missT, ah cama-sotz, 
ivardensphere, demanufacturer, norad, mangadrive, esa and xenocode. distorted industrial dance tracks, heavy rhythmic noise, 
dark soundscapes enriched with tribalistic percussion and a disturbing piano result in a well-wrapped package of contemporary 
electronics that move the mind and body.

the free digital-only release 'beyond within and so on' also features new and unreleased tracks, plus additional remixes by 
manufactura, cenotype, caustic, lucidstatic and endless noize. this ep displays the varied sounds iszoloscope is addicted to - 
and you can even listen to iszoloscope unplugged at work. a great opportunity to visit iszoloscope's deranged aural cosmos 
without monetary risk, check it out!

"the only 'realities' (plural) that we actually experience and can talk meaningfully about are perceived realities, experienced 
realities, existential realities - realities involving ourselves as editors - and they are all relative to the observer, fluctuating, 
evolving, capable of being magnified and enriched, moving from low resolution to hi-fi, and do not fit together like the pieces of a 
jig-saw into one single reality with a capital r. rather, they cast illumination upon one another by contrast [...]" - robert anton 
wilson

iszoloscope official website: 
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iszoloscope. the edge of certainty. cd. ant-zen act258
tracklist:
01 first transcendental component (featuring norad)
02 flatline receiver
03 the edge of certainty
04 second transcendental component
05 in the face of descent
06 when all you see is light
07 l'imaginaire de la fin
08 inseparable from the void
09 third transcendental component

iszoloscope. between the spheres, a forest of limbs is singin. 
t-shirt. ant-zen ikon95
black shirt w/ frontprint in silver & cold grey. design: 
conceived & drawn by sagana bouffard. www.sagana-squale.blogspot.com

tracklist:
01 something wicked this way comes
02 the apocryphal market (merchants of babel remix by manufactura)
03 unearth me (iszoloscope remix. original version by cenotype)
04 -28c and falling (pummeled sweating testies mix by caustic)
05 a spectral threat (live)
06 the apocryphal market (lucidstatic remix)
07 heard voices (endless noize remix)
08 unplugged
09 then backward into oblivion

iszoloscope. beyond within and so on. free mp3 ep. ant-zen dig018

iszoloscope. beyond within. cd-ep. ant-zen act257
tracklist:
01 the unsettled
02 dumachus junction feat. aliceffekt
03 in the other mind of us
04 to exhibit chaotic behavior (live cut)
05 etched into my very core
06 heard voices (acoustic piano version by missT)
07 raudivian device (ah cama-sotz remix)
08 the sum of us all (ivardensphere remix)
09 -28c and falling (frozen space remix by demanufacturer)
10 the path of totalitarianism (rehabilitated by norad)
11 raudivian device (mangadrive remix)
12 the sum of us all (collective negative equation remix by esa)
13 heard voices (xenocode remix)

coagulating wreckage. cd/cd+7". spectre r06/r06.1. 2001
aquifère. cd. spectre/nautilus na05. 2002
the blood dimmed tide (w/ antigen shift). 3"cd. spectre s10. 2002
do america (w/ tarmvred). cd-ep. ad noiseam adn25. 2003
au seuil du néant / le dénominateur commun. 2cd. ant-zen act138. 2003
this monstrosity is part of my fibric. 12" vinyl. ant-zen act138.3. 2003
echoes ov who lieth dead but ever dreameth (w/ ah cama-sotz). cd. spectre s14. 2003
les gorges des limbes. cd. ant-zen act178. 2004
split (w/ ebola). cd-ep. yb-70 09. 2004
the audient void. cd. ant-zen act189. 2005
echoes ov a beckoning arcanum (w/ ah cama-sotz). cd. spectre s23. 2006
beyond within. cd-ep. ant-zen act257. 2010
the edge of certainty. cd. ant-zen act258. 2010
beyond within and so on. mp3 ep. ant-zen dig018. 2010
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